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ABSTRACT: Along with the ASTM Division IV subcommittee on Tissue Engineered Medical Products, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology is developing a geometric reference scaffold. This paper describes the methodology applied to the three different types of candidate
reference scaffolds to quantify their structure and rank them according to quality metrics. In this work, we detail this methodology using the candi-
date reference scaffold produced by stereolithography. We perform X-ray micro-computed tomography on three of the manufactured scaffolds and
compute total porosity, pore size distribution, and pore length for each. We compare these quantities to those of the model scaffold using statistical
measures of variational distance, relative uncertainty, and uniformity. Through this evaluation, we find that the scaffold produced by stereolithogra-
phy agrees well with its model and merits further consideration as a reference scaffold.
KEYWORDS: tissue engineering, reference scaffold, geometry, structure, pore volume, pore length, variational distance
Introduction

In functional tissue engineering, the ability of scaffolds to support
the development of tissues depends on many properties that encom-
pass the areas of scaffold geometry, mechanical properties, topog-
raphy, and chemistry. Two National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) workshops in 2000 [1] and 2001 [2] identified
reference scaffolds as filling a critical need for referencing mea-
surements that characterize scaffolds and the responses of cells and
tissues to them. One of the conclusions drawn from the 2000 work-
shop is that “the reference materials most needed are three-
dimensional reference tissue scaffolds of known porosity, intercon-
nectivity, surface and bulk chemistry, physical and mechanical
properties, and cellular reactivity” [1].

At the November 2003 meeting, ASTM Division IV (Standards
for Medical and Surgical Materials and Devices) formed a task
force (F04.42.06) to initiate the development of reference scaffolds
for the characterization of porosity [3]. The outcome of the meeting
was that two types of cubic polymer test scaffolds, one manufac-
tured by 3-D microprinting [4] and the other by stereolithography
[5], having 300 µm and 600 µm pores would be fabricated and dis-
tributed to those groups participating in the task force for charac-
terization. Another type of polymer scaffold made by fused deposi-
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tion modeling was added later [6]. Samples of each scaffold type
were distributed to the task force which characterized their struc-
ture using X-ray micro-computed tomography, scanning electron
microscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, and Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller surface area and roughness measurements. The results were
presented at the May 2005 ASTM meeting to the subcommittee on
tissue engineered medical products. Based on the results from the
task force, one type of scaffold was selected for further evaluation
based on its chemical composition and structural uniformity and
reproducibility, which was attributed to its manufacturing method.

Rapid prototyping (RP) methods, such as those mentioned
above, are well suited for manufacturing reference scaffolds since
they can be used to fabricate solid polymer scaffolds with simple,
regular, and repeatable geometries, pore structures, connections,
and interconnections. The phrase “solid freeform fabrication” has
been used interchangeably with RP to encompass all the techniques
that generate a controlled architecture. Four recent papers on RP
techniques have done an excellent job of summarizing how each
RP technique functions, its feature size, advantages and disadvan-
tages, and its ability to incorporate cells and other biological factors
[7–10]. The most recent advance in RP is the use of multi-photon
excitation to tightly control scaffold feature size to the order of the
size of focal contacts. Using this method, features from several
hundred nanometres up to 1 µm were fabricated [11].

Some techniques traditionally used to quantify scaffold struc-
ture include scanning electron microscopy, mercury and flow poro-
simetry, gas adsorption, and pycnometry [12]. These techniques
probe a limited number of descriptors of interest—most commonly
porosity, pore size distribution, tortuosity, surface area, permeabil-
ity, and compressibility—with caveats. The biggest drawback to all
of the techniques is that they do not provide a direct measure of
scaffold structure in three dimensions. X-ray micro-computed to-
mography (micro-CT) provides a direct measure of scaffold struc-
ture and has been used to generate 3-D images of scaffolds [13,14].
There have been several efforts to quantify the results from using
this technique for both scaffold structure [12,15] and mineraliza-

tion within bone tissue constructs [16,17]. In this work, we will use
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micro-CT to generate images of one candidate reference scaffold
manufactured using stereolithography.

The motivation for the work is to rank candidate reference scaf-
folds by quality metrics in a systematic and quantitative manner by
screening several microstructural descriptors of importance. We
chose total pore volume, pore volume distribution, and pore size
distribution as the descriptors of interest for statistical analysis. The
goal of this paper is to establish a methodology to answer the fol-
lowing: (1) How accurately do the fabricated scaffolds replicate the
model? (2) How uniform in structure are the fabricated scaffolds?
We describe the process by which these questions are addressed for
the Type 1 candidate reference scaffolds provided by Dean and
Cooke at Case Western Reserve University. First, we built a model
scaffold using a computer aided design (CAD) template. This is our
ideal structure to which the manufactured parts are to be compared.
Second, we derived theoretical values for the pore volume and pore
size from known unit cell dimensions. We next performed a quan-
titative 3-D image analysis on the model scaffold to evaluate any
bias the analysis itself may have introduced. We then performed
3-D image quantitation on the image sets taken using micro-CT
from three scaffolds manufactured using stereolithography. The
pore volume and pore size distribution were compared to the model
using a statistic called variational distance [18]. The results of such
an analysis enable us to score and rank the test scaffolds according
to how accurately they replicate the model. We also provide a score
for scaffold uniformity for each metric. The 3-D structure quantita-
tion performed by NIST on Types 1, 2, and 3 of the candidate scaf-
folds is published elsewhere [19].

Experimental

Scaffold Fabrication

The Type 1 candidate reference scaffolds were fabricated using a
3-D Systems’ Viper SLA7 machine which consists of a servo-
mechanism to control the beam of a solid-state UV laser in the X
and Y horizontal axis, a tank containing a liquid monomer resin,
and a motorized build table that travels vertically in the Z axis up
and down in the resin tank. The CAD model is first sliced into lay-
ers by preprocessing software (i.e., 3-D Systems’ Lightyear) and
the data are downloaded to the Viper SLA machine. The layer pro-
file data are used to control the laser. When the beam focuses on the
resin surface, it causes the resin to polymerize. The build table is
lowered into the liquid Accura si 10 resin one-layer thickness at a
time after each layer has been polymerized to construct the final
object. Sample numbers 2, 4, and 17 were randomly selected for
analysis from the sample set.

Micro-CT

The micro-CT images were generated by a Skyscan 1072 micro-
computed tomography scanner with a 1024 by 1024 pixel camera.
A current of 0.1 mA, operating voltage of 40 kV, and integration
time of 1900 ms were used to acquire the images. Two hundred pro-
jections were generated and reconstructed using the Feldcamp al-
gorithm. In all cases, the voxel size was 11.26 µm. Each dataset
7Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified here to
adequately specify experimental procedure. Such identification is not intended
to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor does it imply that the

materials or equipment identified are the best available for the purpose.
was output as individual 2-D bitmap files. In this work, the domi-
nant error is a Type B standard uncertainty originating from the
resolution limit of the instrument and is estimated to be 3.2 %.

Quantitative Image Analysis

Using MATLAB, the bitmap files were cropped and output as tiffs
for image quantitation. A three-dimensional image analysis pack-
age called Blob3D was used to extract pore length distribution and
pore volume distribution for the CAD model scaffold and for the
micro-CT imaging data for all scaffolds. The software was written
by Ketcham using Interactive Data Language (IDL, Research Sys-
tem, Inc.) [20] and is designed for extracting morphological infor-
mation on up to thousands of individual features within large three-
dimensional datasets.

Blob3D takes a stack of 2-D bitmap or tiff images, along with
the within-slice pixel dimension and between-slice spacing, as in-
puts to reconstruct the 3-D volume. For this application, the pores
were segmented using one repeat of a median filter with a kernel
radius of two pixels. To set a threshold value of each dataset, the
histogram of an image plane that vertically bisects the pores of
three randomly selected rows is displayed. All histograms are the
same qualitatively and have a clear bimodal distribution of intensi-
ties with a consistent distance between the two peaks, about 120±3.
The threshold value is set at 50 % of the distance between the two
peaks and the images were converted to binary. Next, the software
separates features by performing repeated erosion and dilation op-
erations, all the while retaining information on the starting pixel
locations. In this work, the separated pores are called unit cells be-
cause of their well defined nature. For each unit cell, pore volume
(PV) was measured by counting the number of voxels encompass-
ing the pore and multiplying by the voxel dimension. Pore length
(PL) was approximated as the long axis of the best-fit ellipsoid to
the unit cell surface. The ellipsoid short axis was also recorded,
along with the object coordinates.

The main descriptors that one addresses in relation to cell re-
sponse are total pore volume, otherwise known as porosity, and
pore size distribution. Other more sophisticated descriptors are
pore connectivity, size of connections in between pores, tortuosity,
and curvature, permeability, and anisotropy. Because the method in
this paper is developed to screen the candidate reference scaffolds
for selection, total pore volume and pore size distribution were se-
lected. Pore volume distribution is also used because it is seen to be
more reliable than pore size distribution, calculated by counting
voxels rather than by the length of the major axis to an ellipsoid fit.
Because the architecture is very regular and not random like many
scaffolds created by leaching porogens, more sophisticated metrics
described above were not needed.

Statistical Analysis

Variational Distance—To assess relative goodness-of-fit
between scaffold specifications and experimental measurements on
scaffolds, a metric is required. A standard approach to testing
goodness-of-fit to a prespecified distributional form is to employ a
chi-square analysis. Application of chi-square requires binning of
the empirical comparison distribution, with a substantive number
of bins for which actual comparisons can be made. That is not the
case here since the pore diameter distribution consists of two

modes and the pore volume distribution consists of four modes.
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Also, the empirical image analysis estimates of both distributions
are quite diffuse with poorly defined spikes offset from where the
nodes should actually be.

A more appropriate statistical measure is the variational dis-
tance between two discrete densities, or probability mass functions
(pmfs) defined as:

d =
1

2�
k=0

�

�P�X = k� − P�Y = k�� (1)

where the random variables X and Y represent an ideal pmf for vol-
ume or diameter of a scaffold. This can be illustrated as a histogram
representation of empirical pmf measurements on a manufactured
realization of the same scaffold. The formula defines a true dis-
tance. It takes on values between 0 and 1, is symmetric in its argu-
ments, X and Y, and satisfies a triangle inequality.

We adapt this metric here to the comparison of discrete densities
with arbitrary support. We want to compare ideal pore volume and
pore diameter densities to empirical (histogram) estimates of the
same. We adapt the definition of variational distance by enforcing,
for any specific ideal-to-experimental comparison, a fixed binning
scheme on both ideal and empirical densities, and computing the
obvious analog of the variational distance:

d =
1

2�
bin

�P�X in bin� − P�Y in bin�� (2)

This formula is easily implemented in code. For this paper, we use
DATAPLOT, public domain statistical analysis software developed
at NIST [21].

The application of the formula, for example, to the comparison
of measurements of parts 2, 4, and 17 of the Type 1 scaffold against
its ideal volume distribution readily lead, for binning scheme (low-
est bin lower boundary 0.0, bin width 0.1, highest bin highest
boundary 1.4) to values 0.07 (part 4) �0.14 (part 17) �0.16 (part
2), giving a natural ordering for these (Type 1) parts. Lower values
of the empirically estimated variational distance correspond to bet-

FIG. 2—Four unit cells (UCs) found in the Type 1 reference scaffold. Each UC

Corner (D).
ter fits against the ideal(s).
To sharpen the comparison between variational distances, we

use a bootstrap to estimate their standard errors. Bootstrapping is a
generic technique for computing uncertainties. It consists of re-
peated Monte Carlo resampling from an original single dataset, ap-
plying a data reduction process, and then computing the uncer-
tainty from the multiply recomputed values. It is somewhat
counterintuitive that a good estimate of the true sampling distribu-
tion of a statistic could be obtained from a single sample. Yet, the
bootstrap estimates, which have now been constructed and tested
for a wide variety of statistical procedures, can be shown to have
excellent theoretical properties [21,22].

Bootstrapping in this context amounts to repeatedly resampling
with replacement a set of multiple pore volume measurements,
forming in each instance the histogram according to prespecified
binning (same for both ideal and empirical), computing the dis-

FIG. 1—Type 1 reference scaffold reconstructed from CAD template.

nd in a specific location in the scaffold: Interior (A), Face (B), Edge (C), and
is fou
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tance, and iterating 200 times. The desired standard error is the
standard deviation of the resulting set of 200 variational distances.
Doing this for the Type 1 parts yields 0.07±0.02, 0.14±0.03, and
0.16±0.04 as estimates for the variational distances and standard

TABLE 1—Comparison of the theoretical and model

Theoretical Valu

A B C

Number of unit
cells in scaffold

64 96 48

Average PV �mm3�
(±8�10−6 mm3 for
model derived)

0.756 0.846 0.93

Average PL (mm)
(±0.020 mm for
model derived)

1.1 1.35 1.35
FIG. 3—Comparison of theoretical and model derived histograms for the CW
errors for parts 4, 17, and 2, respectively.
As might be expected, the computed variational distances are

sensitive to the chosen binning scheme. It is desirable that order-
ings be invariant to the choice of binning scheme. So, for example,

d values for the four unit cells for the Type 1 scaffold.

Model Derived Values

D A B C D

8 64 96 48 8

1.026 0.756 0.855 0.948 1.041

1.35 1.20 1.46 1.46 1.46
derive

es

6

RU scaffold. Pore volume distribution (A), pore length distribution (B).
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ordering part 4�part 17�part 2 would be retained despite the
choice of bin widths. This proved to be the case for the PV esti-
mates cited here. Only reasonable binning schemes were used em-
ploying a modest number of bins and providing complete coverage
of the data. However, because the variational distance values can be
sensitive to the scheme used, it is important when computing varia-
tional distances for comparisons to maintain the same scheme for
all items to be compared.

�2 for Uniformity Assessment—To assess the uniformity
(consistency) of total pore volume, mean pore volume, and mean
pore lengths across all parts, we employ a standard chi-squared
type statistic:

�2 = � �Observed − Expected�2

Expected
(3)

where for Expected we use the average of the observed statistics,
and for Observed we use the values of the individual empirically
observed values. Values close to zero are indicative of uniformity.
We do not perform formal inference on these values; we simply use
the numbers as indicators of uniformity.

Results and Discussion

A three-dimensional model of the Type 1 scaffold was constructed
from the CAD template and is shown in Fig. 1. Construction and
analysis of a model scaffold is necessary to extract any intrinsic PV

TABLE 2—Comparison of total pore volumes and number of objects in from
quantitative analysis.

x, y, z Dimensions
(mm)

Actual Number of Objects/
Expected Number of Objects

Theoretical 7.1, 7.1, 7.1 216/216

Model Derived 7.1, 7.1, 7.1 216/216

Part #2 7.06, 7.06, 5.91 186/180

Part #4 7.06, 7.06, 5.93 185/180

Part #17 7.04, 7.04, 5.92 183/180

TABLE 3—Comparison of structural descriptors for

Theoretical Mod

Total Pore Volume (%)
(relative uncertainty, ±1�)

51.1

Total Pore Volume
Uniformity �mm3� ��2�

…

Mean Pore Volume �mm3�
�±1��

0.846±0.074 0.84

Pore Volume Uniformity
�mm3� ��2�

…

Variational Distance
to theoretical (PV) �±1��

… 0.03

Mean Pore Length (mm)
�±1��

1.28±0.11 1.3

Pore Length Uniformity
(mm) ��2�

…

Variational Distance to
theoretical (PL) �±1��

… 0.70

Variational Distance to model
(PL) �±1��

…

or PL distribution. The scaffold is 7.1 mm on each side, with the
pore and strut lengths specified to be 600 µm and 500 µm, respec-
tively. The Type 1 scaffold has 216 pores distributed into four dis-
tinct unit cell types found by Blob3D which are shown in Fig. 2.
Table 1 gives a summary of the theoretical and model derived unit
cell characteristics.

The theoretical values are calculated based on the expected di-
mensions of the pore. The unit cell is comprised of the cubic pore
volume plus the volume that extends halfway into the strut. These
characteristics were used to construct the theoretical PV and PL
histograms shown in Fig. 3 to which the model derived and experi-
mental data are compared. Figure 2(a) shows a unit cell from the
scaffold interior—there are 64 such unit cells. Figure 2(b) displays
a unit cell having one long axis. There are 96 of this type, which are
found on the face of the cube. There are 48 unit cells of the type
displayed in Fig. 2(c) that are present on the edges of the cube.
Lastly, there are eight unit cells of the type shown in Fig. 2(d) that
are found on each corner of the scaffold. The theoretical total pore
volume (TPV) is 51.1 %, which is computed by summing the vol-
umes of the individual unit cells and dividing by the total volume of
the reference scaffold. Individual unit cell volumes are computed
by summing the unit cell voxels. The TPVs are shown in Table 2 for
theoretical, model-derived, and manufactured scaffolds. Table 2
contrasts the actual number of objects found with the expected
number of objects, which gives an indication of the number of de-
fects in the scaffold. The image sets from the manufactured scaf-
folds were cropped to a 6 by 6 by 5 pore dimension for analysis. The
expected number of objects is 180. The results from Table 2 indi-
cate that there are very few defects in the manufactured parts.

Next, the PV and PL of the unit cells were calculated from the
model-derived structure using the Blob3D program. This was done
to investigate whether the Blob 3D software introduced any bias
into the results. Included in Table 1 are the number of unit cells for
each type and the PV and PL outputs from the program, referred to
as the “Model-Derived” values. Figure 3 displays the data of Table
1 in histogram form. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the PV and PL
histograms comparing the theoretical and model-derived values.
These figures provide insight into the intrinsic distributions of PV
and PL. In Fig. 3(a), the model-derived pore volume is computed
by simply summing the voxels of each unit cell. The volumes are

retical, model derived, and manufactured scaffolds.

rived Part 2 Part 4 Part 17

50.0±1.47 50.8±1.47 52.6±1.47

0.0694

074 0.800±0.143 0.808±0.159 0.851±0.115

1.83�10−4

020 0.158±0.035 0.087±0.025 0.146±0.031

29 1.45±0.19 1.44±0.23 1.45±0.22

4.63�10−5

022 0.708±0.040 0.671±0.033 0.670±0.033

0.477±0.04 0.419±0.033 0.474±0.038
theo

el De

51.1

6±0.

9±0.

6±0.1

0±0.
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then normalized by the total pore volume. As is evident from the
figure, the model-derived PV distribution agrees well with the the-
oretical results. The PL values are taken from the longest axis of an
ellipsoidal fit to each unit cell. Figure 3(b) displays the PL histo-
grams, showing a systematic increase in results from theoretical to
model values. These results suggest that while the software does a
good job of computing PVs, the PL distribution for the model-
derived PLs is about 7 to 9 % larger than the theoretical profile. This
inflation in the model values originates from the way PL is com-
puted. We have confirmed through visualization that the ellipsoid
consistently extends slightly beyond the end of the unit cell as it
attempts to optimize its long and short axis fit to the unit cell.

Figure 4 shows subsections of reconstructions from micro-CT
imaging of three scaffolds manufactured by rapid prototyping.
Qualitative comparison of these images to the model scaffold in
Fig. 1 shows reasonable agreement in size and shape of the pores.

FIG. 4—Reconstructions of X-ray CT images from selected parts. Subsections
are presented for visual clarity. Part #2 (A), Part #4 (B), Part #17 (C).
Figure 5 compares the PV distributions from the three parts to the
theoretical PV distribution. All distributions can be qualitatively
described as clustering evenly around the theoretical modes with a
slight tailing towards larger volumes. The three model-derived PL
distributions in Fig. 6 are also skewed to larger PL when compared
to the theoretical, and do a poorer job of capturing the theoretical
frequencies. In this figure, clustering of bins occurs around the
smaller PL value of about 1.2 mm (interior pores of Type A only)
when compared to the model. This shows that the data from the

FIG. 5—Pore volume distribution for Parts #2 (A), #4 (B), and #17 (C).
parts agree well with the model, both undergoing similar inflation
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in PL when compared to the theoretical value. The PLs from the
pores that are located on the surface of the scaffold (Types B, C, and
D) are reflected in the larger bin at about 1.5 mm. There is also
clustering of lengths around the model bin and also a tail that ex-
tends to larger values. A review of the individual pore image data
shows that, for pore types C and D, the ellipsoid may not fit exactly
to one axis, but will bisect the axes of similar length, resulting in a
length longer than what is expected and is expressed as the tail in
the data. This effect will diminish when the scaffold gets larger, and

FIG. 6—Pore length distribution for Parts #2 (A), #4 (B), and #17 (C).
the number of interior pores increases relative to the exterior pores.
Statistical analysis of the histograms in Figs. 5 and 6 is given in
Table 3 where the TPV, mean PV, mean PL, and the variational dis-
tance based on PV and PL are provided. Chi-squared ��2� is a rela-
tive measure of uniformity among the parts and is compared to uni-
formities from other types of scaffolds. This comparison is done in
previous work [19]. Theoretical and model derived TPV match the
TPVs from the manufactured parts within the specified uncertain-
ties. For the manufactured parts, the mean PV for the unit cells is
within one standard deviation of the theoretical mean value. The
good fidelity of the scaffolds to the model is reflected in the low
variational distances for PVs. The mean pore lengths for all parts
are about 6 % larger than for the model-derived scaffold and about
12 % larger than for the theoretical value. This leads to a relatively
large variational distance ��0.7� when the part and model distribu-
tions are compared to the theoretical. To take into account the bias
introduced by the software, the variational distance is computed by
comparing the parts to the model. The variational distance to the
model-derived values for PL is still in the range of 0.4 to 0.5. The
tailing of the distribution toward larger PLs contributes to the mag-
nitude of the variational distance. It should be noted that the intrin-
sic PV distribution for a 6 by 6 by 5 pore scaffold is slightly differ-
ent than for the model 6 by 6 by 6 scaffold to which the parts are
being compared. The mean PV is 0.852 for a theoretical 6 by 6 by 5
scaffold. This has no impact other than to slightly elevate the PV
variational distance. There is no corresponding change in the distri-
bution for PL.

Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a methodology for evaluating the
quality of candidate reference scaffolds. This methodology in-
volves calculating three characteristics of interest: total pore vol-
ume, pore volume distribution, and pore length distribution. We
calculate statistical measures of uniformity, standard uncertainty,
and variational distance to evaluate the quality of the parts with
respect to the theoretical and model values. We found the image
quantitation software overestimates the pore lengths for the model-
derived values for this particular scaffold geometry when com-
pared to the theoretical values. The PL agreement of Parts #2, #4,
and #17 to the model-derived values is good for the interior pores.
Deviations from agreement with the model occur at the larger PL
for the surface pores Type C and D because of additional difficulty
fitting the long axis of pores on edges and at corners. This method-
ology indicates that total pore volume and pore volume distribution
are the most reliable measures of scaffold quality, and that all three
parts have total pore volumes and mean pore volumes statistically
indistinguishable from the theoretical and model-derived values.
The variational distance for the pore volume distribution is low for
all three parts, confirming that it is close to the model.
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